EVENT REPORT

Event: Seminar on FULL STACK DEVELOPMENT USING JAVASCRIPT.
Venue: MCA-301
Guest Speakers:-

1. Mr. Sreenesh Kini (Software Engineer at RAW ENGINEERING).
2. Mr. Kailash Yogeshwar (Software Engineer at RAW ENGINEERING).

DESCRIPTION:-

Topics Covered by Seminar:-

Client side:-

- Jquery.
- Importance of JavaScript in IT industry earlier and today.
- Why JavaScript.
- JavaScript Framework.
- Angular JS.
- React JS.
- Angular JS 2.0.
- Angular JS Vs. React JS vs. Angular JS2.
- List of important resources.
- One Short todo app.

Server side:-

- What is Nodejs & why it's used by Many Organizations.
- Difference between Nodejs & Other Backend Languages.
- How Nodejs Works.
- Async Programming
- Rest Architecture Explanation.
- Mongo DB.
- NoSql over traditional RDBMS.
- Explanation for TODD.
- Callback and Disadvantages of Callback introduce Promises.
- One Short todo app.
Press note:

Virar based Viva School of MCA, located at Shirgaon organized a Seminar On Full Stack Development Using JAVASCRIPT.

The Seminar will be of immense use for Students who wish to understand and Experiment with latest cutting edge technologies and potential application.

Objective of Seminar to represent latest technologies of IT industries and Prepare Students for their technical Paper and Research. The program was inaugurated by the HOD Prof.Chandini Patel and Prof.Nitesh Kumar.

The speakers in their inaugural address impressed upon the students need and importance of technology in industry in today’s competitive global environment.

Through this program it was ensured that students were able to Understand Corporate Working Environment and learned the new technology.